
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But were they compensation for the life I ___________________ to live?1.
(force)

was being forced

The will _________________ through channels now.2. (send)was being sent

All this could mean but one thing-a big attack _____________________
and we would undoubtedly be in it.
3.

(prepare)
was being prepared

The fight __________________ under water, too.4. (wage)was being waged

It was not long before it became evident that a completely closed room
_________________.
5.

(make)was being made

The guns ____________________ with greater speed and smaller crews.6.
(work)

were being worked

The dreadful thought occurred to him, that he ____________________ off
into the interior to be turned into a slave, and perhaps that he should never be
able to make his escape.

7.

(carry)

was being carried

And already the reserve ______________________!8. (call on)was being called on

Yet he had a feeling that he ___________________ of something sweet
and sacred.
9.

(rob)
was being robbed

Yet revelations __________________ to him.10. (make)were being made

Her husband's face fairly glowed with satisfaction while this side
conversation _______________________.
11.

(carry on)was being carried on

His clothes _____________________ of blood and dried somewhere.12.
(clean)

were being cleaned

It was not unnatural for a man to suppose that they
___________________ at him.
13.

(fire)were being fired

He ____________________-that was certain.14. (trick)was being tricked
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At the same time steps ___________________ to give them a much
greater part in the management of local affairs.
15.

(take)
were being taken

Always he looked forward; never once did he turn nor seem to have any
suspicion that he _____________________.
16.

(follow)was being followed

We all ran down as fast as we could to the spot nearest to her, and we
could see that several persons _____________________ into the boat.
17.

(lower)
were being lowered

For days, even weeks, he had known that he
________________________________.
18.

(weigh/and/watch)was being weighed and watched

It seemed to her that a string _________________ round her neck so
tightly that she could scarcely get her breath.
19.

(tie)
was being tied

One shivering woman ___________________ out.20. (fit)was being fitted
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